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Insights into the mechanism in electrochemical
CO2 reduction over single-atom
copper alloy catalysts: A DFT study

Tianfu Liu,1,2,6,* Guohui Song,1,3,6 Xiaoju Liu,4 Zhou Chen,5 Yu Shen,3 Qi Wang,3 Zhangquan Peng,1

and Guoxiong Wang1,7,*

SUMMARY

Copper single-atom alloy catalysts (M@Cu SAAs) have shown great promise for electrochemical CO2

reduction reaction (CO2RR). However, a clear understanding of the CO2RR process on M@Cu SAAs is still
lacking. This study uses density functional theoretical (DFT) calculations to obtain a comprehensive mech-
anism and the origin of activity of M@Cu SAAs. The importance of the adsorption mode of M@Cu is
revealed: key intermediates either adsorbed in the adjacent hollow site around Cu atoms (AD mode) or
adsorbed directly on the top site of M (SE mode). AD mode generally exhibits finely tuned binding
strengths of key intermediates, which significantly enhances the activity of the catalysts. Increasing the
coverage of *CO on the M@Cu with SE mode leads to relocation of the active site, resulting in improved
activity of C2 products. The insights gained in this work have significant implications for rational design
strategy toward efficient CO2RR electrocatalysts.

INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction (CO2RR) powered by renewable electricity has demonstrated an alluring prospect for carbon neutral-

ization and energy storage.1 Considering CO2RR process is kinetically and thermodynamically unfavorable due to inertness of CO2 molecule,

developing efficient electrocatalysts is the major challenge for CO2RR.
2–4 Copper catalysts have been extensively studied for the excellent

activity to convert CO2 toward energy-dense C2+ hydrocarbons and oxygenates.5–10 Alloying provides a method to tune copper catalysts’

electronic structure, therefore tailors the performances of copper catalysts.11–13 However, the mechanism and precise role of secondary

elements on Cu alloy catalysts for CO2RR remains uncertain. Previous studies have suggested that the active sites are the copper atoms

adjacent to secondary elements in Pb-Cu, Au-Cu, and Al-Cu alloys.5,14,15 These investigations often assume that the primary function of

the secondary elements is to modulate the electronic structure of the neighboring copper sites.14–16 However, in the case of Pt-Cu, Zn-

Cu, and Sn-Cu alloys, it is suggested that secondary elements are active sites themselves.17–19 Without a unified picture for the function of

secondary element, the underlyingmechanism is still unclear in existing literatures.20–22 Considering the distinct electronic structures of these

secondary elements, it is expected that reaction processes on these copper alloys are significantly dependent on the secondary element.23

The effect of secondary elements in M@Cu catalysts in regulating the reaction are urgent to be thoroughly investigated.24,25

A recently introduced concept for alloying is the single-atom alloys (SAAs). SAAs are generally consisted of dispersed secondary compo-

nents (M) dispersed on the surface of the main metal, with no bonding between neighboring secondary elements.26 Due to the weak wave-

function mixing between the minority and majority elements, the SAAs exhibit electronic structures that resemble those of free atoms. This

unique characteristic allows SAAs to bypass the linear relations that typically impose limitations in traditional metallic systems.27,28 We also

notice that the model of copper surface doped with single secondary atoms are extensively used to represent the copper alloy catalysts for

theoretical calculations. This suggests that computational results obtained from SAAs models could provide insights into the behavior of

general copper alloy catalysts.5,14–16

In this study, we conducted a comprehensive investigation of CO2RR on M@Cu models using two extensively studied copper surfaces,

namely (111) and (100). Our objective was to establish a comprehensive understanding of the CO2RR on copper alloy catalysts. Through den-

sity functional theoretical (DFT) calculations, we systematically simulated over 400 atomic configurations, allowing us to construct detailed

energetic profiles for CO2RR on SAAs. The influence of intrinsic electronic structures of M on the adsorption behavior in M@Cu systems is
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elucidated. Specifically, we found that M@Cu systems with p-block or d-block elements possessing a full d-shell tend to adsorb key interme-

diates on the hollow sites around Cu atoms adjacent to M. On the other hand, M@Cu systems with open d-shelled M directly adsorb the

intermediates on the top site of M. The different adsorption behavior highlights the importance of the intrinsic electronic structure of M in

determining reaction mechanisms on M@Cu catalysts. A favorable deviation from the scaling relations of intermediate binding results in a

decreased energy barrier toward C1 and C2 product. We also observed that increasing the *CO coverage on the catalyst surface changes

the favorable active sites for CO2RR, which plays a crucial role in enhancing the C-C coupling reaction onM@Cu catalysts, thereby promoting

the C2 products. These findings underscore the significance of understanding and manipulating the electronic structure, adsorption of key

intermediates, and scaling relations for effective performance in CO2RR.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Stability of M@Cu

Cu(111) and Cu(100) are the two primary basal facets of copper catalysts that have been extensively studied, because Cu(111) provides a

model for a stepped site, and Cu(100) represents a flat surface for catalytic reaction.29–31 As shown in Figures 1A–1P, we built M@Cu(111)

andM@Cu(100) models by substituting one Cu atom on the surface with oneM atom. The stability of M@Cu SAAs is evaluated using binding

energy and dissolution potential, which are important factors in determining the fabrication and stability of SAAs. The binding energy rep-

resents the strength of the interaction between the M atom and the Cu surface. A higher binding energy indicates a more stable adsorption

configuration, suggesting that theM atom is firmly anchored on the Cu surface. The dissolution potential indicates stability of theM@Cu SAA

under reaction conditions. A higher dissolution potential indicates greater resistance to dissolution, suggesting enhanced stability of the

M@Cu SAA during catalytic reactions.

As shown in Figure 2A, the majority of the dissolution potential values are positive, indicating the favorable stability of M@Cu SAAs at

negative applied potentials during CO2RR. We noted that the dissolution potential is determined in an acid aqueous solution at pH = 0.

A B C D

E F G H

I J K L

M N O P

Figure 1. The M@Cu(111) models for DFT calculations

(A–P) Various M@Cu(111) models with one of the surface Cu atom substituted with secondary M atom.
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Experimentally, alkaline electrolytes are commonly used for CO2RR, which provides an additional protection against metal dissolution.32

Regarding the binding energy of M in the M@Cu SAAs, the negative values (excluding Zn) indicate the formation of stable configurations

(Figure 2B). This indicates that the M atoms have a favorable affinity with the Cu surface, forming robust M@Cu structures. Furthermore,

we observed that the M@Cu (111) surface generally exhibits higher stability compared to the (100) surface, which can be attributed to the

lower surface energy of Cu(111) compared to Cu(100).33 We noted that tuning their stacking fault energy is crucial for the formation of

dislocations and defects at room temperature leading to recrystallization, which requires finely controlling annealing process for the grain

structure.34 Moreover, external factors such as grain boundaries and vacancies are also relevant, imposing requirements on conditions like

temperature control during the synthesis process.35 There are reports that in the chemical reaction process, doping atoms on Cu-based sin-

gle-atom catalysts can segregate at kink positions.36 The adsorption of reaction intermediates also plays a role in this segregation.37 However,

an in-depth exploration of all influencing factors goes beyond the scope of this article. By considering both the negative binding energy

values and the relative stability of the M@Cu, we conclude that M@Cu SAAs have the potential to form stable structures for CO2RR.

Classification of active sites

We began the investigation by examining the adsorption site of *CO, as *CO plays a central role in the formation of C1 and C2 products in

CO2RR.
38–40 *CO can directly desorb from surface as CO product, while CH4, CH3OH are formed from further *CO reduction.41,42 Moreover,

the adsorption energy of *CO holds great significance in determining the reaction barriers in CO2RR.
43,44 We find that on Cu(111) surface, the

most stable adsorption site for *CO is the 3-fold hollow site, with an adsorption energy of �0.59 eV. In contrast, the bridge site exhibits a

relatively weaker adsorption energy of �0.55 eV, while the top site shows even weaker adsorption with an energy of �0.45 eV. On Cu(100)

surface, the adsorption of *CO on the hollow site is also stronger compared to the adsorption on the bridge site and top site (Figure S1).

For M@Cu, we found that *CO that is initially placed on the bridge site tends to migrate to either the top site of M or the hollow site. The

site on top of M is denoted as T1, and the hollow site adjacent to M and around copper in vicinity are denoted as H1 and H2. (Figure S1)

Therefore, comparing the adsorption energy of *CO on the top site of M (T1) and hollow site (H1 and H2) allows for identification of preferred

site. As shown in Figures 3A and 3B, the most stable adsorption sites are classified into two groups: on Ag, Al, Au, Ge, Ga, Pb, Si, Sn@Cu

adsorption site is H2, denoted as AD mode. On Fe, Ru, Pd, Co, Ni, Pt@Cu, the strongest adsorption site is T1, denoted as SE mode

(Figures 2C–2R, S2, and S3). OnMn@Cu(111) the favorable site is H1 site which could be considered as ADmode, andMn@Cu(100) the favor-

able site is T1 site with SEmode.We can see for Al, Si, Ga, Ge, Sn, Pb, and d-block elements with full d-shell Ag (4days10 5s1), Au (5days10 6s1),

M@Cu are more likely to form AD mode for adsorption, while d-block elements with open d-shell such as Co (3days7 4s2), Fe (3days6 4s2), Ni

(3days8 4s2), Pt (5days9 6s1), and Ru (4days7 5s1), M@Cu tends to form SE mode. We noted that on Co, Fe, Pt, Ru@Cu on (111) surface and Co,

Fe, Ni, Ru@Cu on (100) surface, the *CO species initially placed on H1 site moves to T1 site after optimization. We further studied the relation

between d-band center and *CO adsorption energy. As shown in Figure S4, the linear fitting relation indicates that the closer of the d-band

center to the Fermi level, the stronger the *CO adsorption. It indicates that the electronic structure of M is crucial for the adsorption of *COon

M@Cu.45,46

The effects of solvent are investigated using VASPsol on Fe, Co, Mn, Au, Al, Sn@Cu (111) SAAs (Figure S5). The Fe@Cu and Co@Cu still

exhibits the strongest adsorption on top site on Fe and Co atoms (SEmode), respectively. OnMn@Cu the favorable site is the H1 site. On the

other hand, Au, Al, Sn@Cu demonstrates a favorable adsorption on H2 site (AD mode). We further studied the cation effect on Fe@Cu and

Sn@Cu SAAs. As shown in Figure S6, the favorable sites are still T1 and H2 for Fe@Cu and Sn@Cu, respectively. The results show that the

solvent and cation do not change the adsorption mode for M@Cu. Moreover, we investigated the adsorption site for *COOH, and the results

A B

Figure 2. The measurement of M@Cu stability

(A and B) (A) The dissolution potential (Udis, V vs. SHE) for M + nH+ / Mn+ + n/2H2 at pH = 0, and (B) binding energy of M (EB, eV) on M@Cu(111) and (100)

surfaces.
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are similar to that of *CO (Figures S7 and S8). OnM@CuwithAD adsorptionmode, the carbon and oxygen atoms of *CO intermediate bind to

the copper atom adjacent to secondary element M. However, on M@Cu with SE mode, *COOH adsorbs with carbon binding on secondary

elementMandoxygen on copper. For *OCOH, the adsorption sites are similar for all catalysts, with oxygenbinding on the secondary element

M and carbon binding on copper (Figures S9 and S10).

We noted that the CO adsorption is mainly attributed to the top and bridge site in lots of experimental works. Using in situ Fourier trans-

form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) characterization, the peak around 1850 cm�1 to 1950 cm�1 was attributed to bridge configuration, and the

peak around 2000 cm�1 to 2100 cm�1 was attributed to atop configuration.47–49 However, it should be noted that the distinction between

bridge and hollow configuration can be very small. The peak between 1800 cm�1 to 1900 cm�1 could be the multi-bond bridge or hollow

configurations.50 Our group found that the peak around 1790 cm�1 can be attributed to hollow site.51 The peaks corresponding to the bridge

and atop configurations in FTIR can be very close, making it difficult to clearly distinguish between them. Furthermore, several theoretical

A B

C D E F
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K L M N

O P Q R

Figure 3. The adsorption energy of *CO on M@Cu and corresponding configurations

(A and B) (A) Adsorption energy on M@Cu(111) and (B) (100) surfaces.

(C–R) The *CO adsorption configurations on M@Cu(111).
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calculations works found that hollow configuration is the most stable comparing to top and bridge.52–54 Therefore, there is precedent in

experimental research for studying hollow sites, and the preferential adsorption of hollow site sites has been confirmed by a series of studies,

thus substantiating the validity of our research.

CO and HCOOH production

We conducted an investigation into the formation of key intermediates, as shown in Figure 4, in order to depict free energy profiles for C1

products on M@Cu SAAs. CO and HCOOH are commonly reported as two-electron reduction products in studies on SAAs. In Figure 5A, it is

evident that M@Cu with the AD mode shows a lower affinity for *CO compared to Cu, while M@Cu with the SE mode exhibits stronger *CO

adsorption than Cu. However, on Co, Fe, Ni, Pt, and Ru@Cu, *CO adsorption is excessively strong, hindering the desorption of CO products

from the catalyst surface. On Al, Mn, and Si@Cu, CO production is improved compared to Cu. The improvement could be attributed to the

lower energy barrier for *COOH formation, and a suitable *CO binding energy for CO products to desorb. As for HCOOHproduction in Fig-

ure 5B, HCOOH is more facile to form on Ag, Au, Ge, Pb, Pd, Sn, Pt@Cu, which exhibits a more suitable energy for *OCOH energy comparing

to Cu. Specifically, Mn@Cu(111) exhibits the lowest energy barrier of 0.44 eV for CO products, and Pb@Cu(111) demonstrates the lowest en-

ergy barrier of 0.26 eV for HCOOH products. As shown in Figures 5C and 5D that on M@Cu(100) surface, Ag, Ga, Ge, Al, Si@Cu show high

Figure 4. Key intermediates in CO2RR

A B

C D

Figure 5. The free energy profile of CO2RR toward CO product

(A–D) (A) M@Cu(111), (C) M@Cu(100) surface, and HCOOH product on (B) M@Cu (111), (D) M@Cu (100) surface. Noted that comparing to copper catalyst, the

M@Cu catalysts with a lower energy barrier for potential-determining step (PDS) than Cu are denoted with asterisk.
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activity for CO, and Ag, Au, Pb, Pd, Si, Sn, Ni@Cu for HCOOH. Specifically, Al@Cu(100) exhibits the lowest energy barrier of 0.23 eV for CO,

and Au@Cu(100) shows the lowest energy barrier of 0.40 eV for HCOOH. Pb@Cuwith the lowest energy barrier for HCOOHproduct is consis-

tent with the recent discovery showing that Pb-Cu alloy is an efficient catalyst for HCOOH production.5

Hydrogen evolution reaction

Additionally, we studied the parasite hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), which is a typical competing reaction that captures protons. The

initial protonation step of CO2RR leads to *COOH or *OCOH, while HER is initialized with *H formation on catalyst surface. It could be

seen in Figure 6 that most of the points lie below the parity line on Cu(100). On Cu(111), the points for *COOH intermediate locate above

the parity line, while points for *OCOH are mostly below the parity line. It indicates that HER is more inclined to occur on Cu(111) comparing

to Cu(100). The experimental studies suggest a potential-dependent intermediate formation, with *COOH formation at more negative po-

tential. This trend is in line with the relative energy of *COOHand *OCOH.55 To suppress HER, practical approaches involve the use of alkaline

electrolytes and gas diffusion electrodes to enhance the mass transport of CO2. These strategies help suppress the HER and promote the

desired CO2RR.
41

A B

Figure 6. The comparison between CO2RR and HER

(A and B) The Gibbs-free energy change of CO2RR versus HER at 0 V (vs. RHE) on (A) M@Cu(111) and (B) M@Cu(100).

A B

C D

Figure 7. The CH3OH and CH4 production on M@Cu

(A) The energy barrier of *CO / *CHO on M@Cu(111).

(B) The correlation relationship between *CHO and *CO on M(111) surface and M@Cu catalysts.

(C and D) The energy profile for CH3OH formation on M@Cu(111) for (C) Al, Pd, Si, and (D) Co, Mn, Pt@Cu. The catalysts with a lower energy barrier for PDS than

copper are marked with asterisk.
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CH3OH and CH4 production

The reduction of *CO to *CHO is a critical step in the formation of deep reduction products such as CH3OH and CH4, and it is known to be

energetically demanding.55 We investigated the energy barrier of *CO/ *CHO on M@Cu as shown in Figure 7A. Si, Pt, Pd, Mn, Al, Co@Cu

exhibit higher activity compared to Cu. Similarly, on theM@Cu(100) surface, Pd, Au, Pb, Sn, Si, Mn, Al@Cu catalysts demonstrate lower energy

barriers than pure Cu (Figure S11). We presented the energy profile on the M@Cu(111) as shown in Figures 7C and 7D, respectively. It is

evident that M@Cu with AD mode (Al, Si) generally exhibits higher activity, primarily due to the lower energy barrier of the potential-deter-

mining step (PDS) of *CO to *CHO. Al, Pd, Si, Pt, Mn@Cu exhibit better activity than copper catalyst for CH3OH production, and the trend is

consistent for CH4 production (Figure S12). ForM@Cu(100), we found a comparable trendwith better activity onM@Cuwith ADmode than SE

mode (Figures S13–S17). It is evident for the importance of the adsorption mode in modulating the activity for CH3OH and CH4.

We further investigated the scaling relations between *CO and *CHO binding energy on both pure metal and M@Cu (111) surface, as

depicted in Figure 7B. Interestingly, we observed that comparing to Cu, Al@Cu, Si@Cu catalysts exhibit a stronger *CHO adsorption, and

a weaker adsorption for *CO. This combination leads to a decrease in the energy barrier for the *CO to *CHO conversion, which is the crucial

step in the formation of deep reduction products. According to Nørskov et al., the volcano plot analysis among transition-metal catalysts

suggests that crystalline Cu is positioned near the peak for *CO binding energy, on the strong-binding side of the volcano curve. This posi-

tioning implies that copper possesses an optimal *CO binding capability for facilitating deep reduction products in catalytic reactions.43

Herein, it is intriguing that the activity of copper catalysts can be enhanced by moderately weakening the binding strength of *CO, while

enhancing the adsorption of *CHO by incorporating p-block elements into the M@Cu catalysts. This phenomenon highlights the flexibility

of *CO and *CHO adsorption on M@Cu. Specifically, *CO binding can be regulated in the opposite direction to *CHO on certain M@Cu,

whichmeans that by tuning the catalyst composition, we can selectively weaken the binding of *COwhile simultaneously enhance the binding

of *CHO. This nuanced tuning of *CO and *CHO binding on M@Cu deepens our understanding into the volcano descriptors and scaling

relations which greatly influences the catalytic performance.

C2 production on M@Cu catalysts

For the formation of C2 products, we focus on the C-C coupling step of 2*CO+*H/ *OCCOH, which is known to be the most energetically

demanding step for C2 product.
40 As shown in Figures 8A and 8C, we observe that on Al, Mn, and Si@Cu, the Gibbs-free energy barrier for

2*CO/ *OCCOH is significantly lower compared to copper catalysts on both (111) and (100) surfaces (Figures S18 and S19). Additionally, we

find that Ge@Cu on (111) surface also exhibits a favorable *OCCOH formation. As shown in Figures 8B and 8D, the energy profiles indicate

that the following steps after the formation of *OCCOH are relatively energetically easy (Figures S20 and S21). We also investigated the rela-

tionship between C2 activity and C2/C1 selectivity (Figure S22), which shows that Si@Cu and Al@Cu are the most active and selective for C2

products.We noted that there are research demonstrating that Al and Si are effective in facilitating the formation of an interfacewith favorable

A B

C D

Figure 8. The C2 prodction on M@Cu catalysts

(A–D) The energy barrier of *OCCOH formation and corresponding energy profile for C2H4 formation on (A and B) M@Cu(111) and (C and D) M@Cu(100).
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coordination environment, ultimately enhancing C-C dimerization processes. These experimental findings are in agreement with the compu-

tational results obtained in our study.15,56

Asmentionedpreviously, catalysts with AD adsorptionmode generally exhibit a higher favorability for C-C coupling compared to catalysts

with SE mode. However, there have been several reports of effective Co@Cu and Pd@Cu catalysts, despite the dominance of SE adsorption

mode. These observations raise questions regarding themechanisms underlying the performance of these catalysts andwarrant further inves-

tigation.16,22 On the other hand, the effect of *CO coverage on CO2RR performance has been demonstrated as a key factor.14,57 We studied

C-C coupling reaction for SE adsorption with *CO coverage of 0/9 (no extra *CO) and 2/9 (two extra *CO). As shown in Figure 9A. Interest-

ingly, we found at high *CO coverage, the active sites are relocated to the copper adjacent to secondary elements. In Figure 9B, the C-C

coupling reaction with high coverage is much improved comparing to low *CO coverage, with Co@Cu, Fe@Cu and Ru@Cu exhibiting energy

barriers lower than 0.4 eV. We further investigate the energy profile of C2H4 formation on Cu, Co@Cu, and Fe@Cu catalysts under low and

high *CO coverage. As shown Figure 9C, the energy barrier for C2H4 production decreases by 0.51 eV and 0.92 eV for Co@Cu and Fe@Cu

compared to pure Cu, respectively. Notably, on Co@Cu and Fe@Cu, the formation of *COCOH is significantly improved, leading to a change

in the potential-determining step (PDS) from *COCOH formation at low *CO coverage to *CH2CH formation at high *CO coverage. High *CO

coverage results in a stronger interaction between *CO, which can potentially lower the energy barrier for C-C coupling. However, in

Figure 9C, only limited improvement is observed in the C-C coupling reaction on Cu at high *CO coverage, suggesting that the decreased

energy barrier observed on Co@Cu and Fe@Cu is primarily due to the active site relocation rather than the enhanced *CO adsorbate-adsor-

bate interaction (Figures S23 and S24). At high *CO coverage on M@Cu catalysts, the M site is already adsorbed with *CO, leaving no

available sites for additional *CO. Consequently, the newly introduced *COmolecules adsorb on the copper sites adjacent to the secondary

elements. Remarkably, these newly formed *CO species exhibit a moderate binding strength on M@Cu, which leads to a decrease in the

energy barrier for the C-C coupling reaction.

To further understand the relation between activity and *CO coverage, we correlated the binding energy of *OCCOH and *2CO as shown

Figure 9D. A linear relation onM(111) surface was observed between these two binding energies. However, we discover that Al@Cu,Mn@Cu,

Ge@Cu and Si@Cu deviated from this linearity, showing weaker *CObinding and stronger *OCCOHbinding. On the other hand, Fe@Cu and

Ru@Cu, which exhibited inferior performance, also deviated from the linearity but were located far from the copper position. Therefore, to

achieve high activity, the catalysts should exhibit a moderate deviation from the scaling relation, with reasonably weaker *CO binding and

stronger *OCCOH binding. This nuanced tuning of the binding energies is crucial for optimizing the catalytic performance in the C-C

A B

C D

Figure 9. The *CO coverage effect for C2 production

(A) The schematic illustration of C-C coupling reaction with 0/9 and 2/9 coverage of *CO.

(B) The C-C coupling reaction barrier with *CO coverage of 0/9 and 2/9 (denoted as -HC).

(C and D) (C) The heatmap of energy barrier for the formation of intermediates in C2H4 on Cu, Co@Cu, Fe@Cu, and counterparts with high coverage of 2/9 (-HC),

(d) the scaling relation of binding energy of *OCCOH and *2CO on M(111) and M@Cu.
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coupling reaction. Consistently, our results demonstrate that at high *CO coverage, Co@Cu-HC, Fe@Cu-HC, Ni@Cu-HC, and Ru@Cu-HC

catalysts exhibit a favorable and suitable deviation from the scaling relation by shifting the active site to the copper. This observation provides

a plausible explanation for the improved C-C coupling activity at high *CO coverage. By deviating from the scaling relation in the favorable

direction, the C-C coupling process is effectively improved for C2 production.

Conclusion

In summary, by investigating the correlation between the electronic structures of secondary element and energy profiles, we provide a

detailed picture of CO2RR over copper-based SAAs catalysts. M@Cu with AD mode is generally more active than the ones with SE mode,

which is attributed to that AD mode leads to a moderate deviation of linear scaling relation. As for C2 products, Al@Cu, Si@Cu with the

AD mode exhibit higher activity for C-C coupling reaction. Achieving a suitable deviation from the linear scaling relation in the vicinity of

pure Cu catalyst is crucial for reducing the barrier of key reaction steps. Additionally, at high *CO coverage, the active site shifts to the copper

atoms adjacent to the secondary element on Co, Fe, Ni, Ru@Cu, resulting in enhanced activity for the C-C coupling reaction. We found that

the primary function of secondary element M is assisting copper to adsorb *CO moderately weaker while improved *CHO and *COCOH

adsorption. We believe this work provides valuable insights into the manipulation of electronic structure, adsorption modes, and scaling re-

lations to achieve highly active SAAs catalysts for CO2RR.

Limitations of the study

The present work is a theoretical study on Cu SAAs for CO2RR. The active sites are predicted using binding of key intermediates, and a

comprehensive simulation is presented to gain more knowledge of the mechanical picture of CO2RR on various Cu SAAs. Some interesting

behavior of active sites on Cu SAAs is uncovered which is correlated to the secondary elements and *CO coverage. However, it is essential to

acknowledge that the stability of Cu SAAs is a concern in electrochemical reactions. The surface structure of SAAs may undergo significant

reconstruction, potentially influencing the electronic structure and activity of Cu SAAs. This reconstruction is not considered in the current

work. We also note that the absolute values of calculations are dependent on the PBE functional in DFT software.
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METHOD DETAILS

The spin-polarized, periodic first-principles calculations in this work were performed using Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) soft-

ware.58,59 The projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials were used for core electrons.60,61 We used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)

functional for the DFT-D3 method for van der Waals (vdW) contributions evaluation.62,63 A plane-wave cut-off energy of 400 eV was used.

Gamma-centralized grid of k-points of 3 3 3 3 1 and 6 3 6 3 1 were used for geometry optimization and electronic structural calculations.

Cu lattice constant is 3.615 Å. Cu(111) model is composed of 36 Cu atoms with four layers, while Cu(100) is composed of 45 Cu atoms with five

layers. The vacuum space of 15 Å was used between the slabs in z-direction. During the optimization, all of the atoms were relaxed. ForM@Cu

models, one of the Cu atoms on the surface was substituted by M atom. The optimization threshold was set to 10�6 eV and 0.02 eV/Å for

electronic self-consistent loop and ionic relaxation loop. For the effect of solvent, VASPsol was used for implicit solventmodel.64 For the effect

of cation, a layer of water molecules was added on the surface of catalyst and K atom was placed in the vicinity of *CO intermediate, and the

convergence threshold was set to 0.05 eV/Å for saving computational cost. For the calculations of adsorption energy of intermediates (Eads),

Eads was defined as

EadsðMÞ = Etotal � EM � Esurface (Equation 1)

Where Etotal is the calculated result of the energy of intermediate adsorbed on the surface, EM is the energy of an isolated intermediate (M),

and Esurface is the energy of M@Cu catalyst.

The computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model was used to investigate the free energy profile in CO2 electrolysis.
7 In CHE method,

the relative free energy change is calculated as

DG = m
�
product

� � m½reactant� � 0:5mm½H2ðgÞ�+ eU (Equation 2)

In this equation, m is the chemical potential, while U is the applied electrical potential. Therefore, in the reaction step with proton-electron

transfer, DG(U) = DG0(U) + neU, where U is the potential versus the reversible hydrogen electrode, while DG0 is the free energy at U = 0 V.

The Gibbs free energy (G) is calculated with Equation 3.

G = ETotal + ZPE � TS +

Z
CpdT (Equation 3)

Where ETotal is the total electronic energy, ZPE, S and
R
CpdT are the zero-point vibrational energy, entropy and heat capacity at 298.15 K and

1 atm, respectively.

For evaluation of stability of M@Cu, the dissolution potentials (Udis, in V) at pH = 0 was used:65

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

VASP code VASP Software GmbH https://www.vasp.at/

VESTA software package JP-Minerals https://jp-minerals.org/vesta/en/

Graph plotting Origin Lab Origin: Data Analysis and Graphing Software

(originlab.com)
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Udis = U0
M + ½EM;bulk � ðEM@Cu � ECuÞ�

�
ne (Equation 4)

Where U0
M is the standard dissolution potential of M in bulk form. EM;bulk is the energy of one M atom in the bulk. EM@Cu and ECu are the total

energy of M@Cu, and Cu with oneM atombeing removed, respectively. n is the coefficient in theMdissolution reaction:M+ nH+/Mn+ +n/

2H2.

The binding energy of M (EB, in eV) was calculated using:

EB = EM@Cu � ECu � EM;bulk (Equation 5)

Where EM@Cu and ECu are the total energy of M@Cu, and Cu with one M atom being removed, respectively. EM;bulk is the energy of one M

atom obtained from DFT energies of the bulk metal.

In the generation of C2 products the energy barrier for the formation of *COCOH from two *CO species can reflect the reactivity, facili-

tating a straightforward comparison of catalytic activity differences between catalysts.16,66 Researchers proposed that the energy for

*COCOH shows a good linear relationship with the activation energy for *CO coupling.67 Therefore, the formation energy of *COCOH in-

termediate can conveniently and accurately assess differences in catalyst activity. We used the formation energy of *COCOH as the indicator

for activity toward C2 production.
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